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Ghana's Tradition Makers 

'*-

"-.-<Techiman 

The personal fortunes of Kwaku 
Yamoah-Boampong, like the 
collective fortunes of his native 
Ghana, have been fickle to say the 
least-and the two appear to be 
intertwined. During the late 
1970s, he tried to disentangle one 
from the other by emigrating to 
Nigeria. But whatever relief he and 
thousands of his countrymen 
found there from Ghana's 
economic troubles was relatively 
short-lived, and they returned en 
masse in 1983. Although the 
economy subsequently took a turn 
for the better, it was hardly 
prepared at that time for the 
precipitous arrival of nearly a 
million of its citizens. 

Like many other "returnees," 
Kwaku, a teacher by training, 
eventually turned to farming on 
land that had belonged to his 
parents in the village of Atrunsu

in Brong Ahafo Region. 

The first year, 1984, was touch 
and go. Since Kwaku had no cash 
with which to get established and 
got no help from the banks, he 
had to borrow money privately at 
high interest rates. Good harvests 
in both the major and minor 
seasons, however, enabled him to 
pay off the loan and put aside 
enough cash to cover the next 
season's production expenses. 
About the time Kwaku's personal 
economy began to improve, so did 
the nation's in response to an 

Maize is Ghana's most important 
cereal, providing food for rural and 

urban communities and income for 
the nation's farmers. According to Ministry 
of Agriculture estimates, about two-thirds 
of production is sold, much of it flowing 
into markets like this one at Kumasi. 
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economic recovery program. 
Inflation dropped from 122% in 
1983 to 23% in 1986, and gross 
domestic product grew at a rate of 
5.3% in 1985 and 5.6% in 1986. 

Kwaku's prosperity was partly 
fortuitous: he had command of 10 
acres of good farmland and was 
aided in his critical first year by 
favorable weather. But even with 
adequate rainfall, the year 
probably could not have been tMe 
success it was without a 
combination of three things: 1) 
improved maize and cowpea 
varieties released by the Crops 
Research Institute (CRI), 2) row 
planting, and 3) "two bags/two 
bags" (the rates, in bags per acre,
recommended by the agricultural 
extension services for application 
of compound fertilizer and 
ammoniuio sulfate on maize fields 
like Kwaku's). 

That he even had those options is 
largely the result of work done by 
the Ghana Grains Development 
Project (GGDP), which was set up
in 1979 with the aim of improving 
production of maize, an important 
source of calories, and cowpea, an 
excellent provider of protein. The 
Project is being executeJ by CRI 
and the International Maize and 
Wheat Improvement Center 
(CIMMYT), with funding from the 
government of Ghana and the 
Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA). 
Other agencies taking part in the 
project are Ghana's Ministry of 
Agriculture (MOA) and Grains and 
Legumes Development Board 
(GLDB), whose extension staff are 

heavily involved in the Project's 
on-farm work, and the 
International Institute of Tropical 
Agriculture (IITA), which is 
currently conducting research on 
cowpeas and will soon be working 
on cassava in Ghana under a 
separate project. 

iproduction 

This publication gives an account 
of 'ow those organizations are 
acting in concert to hell) ensure 
that the country's current 
economic recovery is accompanied 
by some measure of development
for its rural people, most of whom 
make their living from food 
production. In doing so it distills 
from the GGDP's experience 
various insights into agricultural 
research and extension, which 
could be applied more widely in 
Ghana and may prove useful to 
development workers elsewhere in 
sub-Saharan Africa. 

One of the most important 
lessons, to be sure, isthat 
agricultural research, extension, 
and policy must oe based firmly 
on the needs and circumstances of 
farmers. Development is not a 

likely outcome where scientists 
limit themselves to topics that are 
remote from problems faced by 
the nation's food producers, where 
extension agents have nothing 
concrete and reliable to offer (nor 
even the means of moving about 
the countryside), or where policy 
makers operate in a vacuum, cut 
off from the realities of rural life. 
But it can take place when 
researchers from various 
disciplines, extension workers, 
and farmers together focus their 
efforts on ways of making food 

more efficient and 
when policy derives from 
information generated through the 
meeting of those groups. 

SAfter a difficult homecoming, Kwakti 
Yamoah-Boampong, who returned to 
Ghana from Nigeria in 1983, has 

gained a measure of prosperity through 
farming in Brong Ahafo Region. Although he 
gave up a teaching career to farm, Kwaku 
still hc r!cnt of lessons to share. 
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'rhat approach is being pilt into 
practice in selected areas of Ghana 
and has been most successl'ul to 
date in the transition zone 
(bet ween forest ind] savanna). 
where Kwakti Yanioah-lBoanipong 
lives. In ext)laining what has been 
acconi plishe(d so far, this 
publication starts withI tlie 
farlers. colitinitics to tlte' link 
betwecil thell, etcension. ani d 
research. ,.ocs on to the coinclt olf 
current oti-lari anld experiniti 
slat ion rescarh. mid colieldes 
with a discussion of isstues 
alfteeting the longi.%evity- and 
ultiliate inlipact of' the G JGIAl's 
work. 

Ghana is not a very largc or 
populous (collitry (Seegn 

a(oOnlll)anvilig table anld nIpI,
aind one caln esily t aill all ovrall 
grasp of its agrocliniali zones atnd 
of other fetittt ts thai are relevallt 
to crop produ(ction. Closcr 
exailinatI1lln. however, reveals 
tremrletIdotls diversity in farimin, 
traditions and ill the social, 
ecolotillid. and I 'hysi(cl 
Cir('unIIstal('Tscreno istanesthaFhailon-farmhavethai shaped
 
them. Moreover. tI ose trad it ions
tre lotjust stat sotrdies of 

larlin loret sut changing 


colbinationsof t lod lodng.uctiot 

)ractics ann stratgies that arc 
illade by stlccessive e itirat ions of 
ar s t ~ \,;if,\,fariers, ats (iici'( a nc eCS 

and as new infornmation. 
technology, and entic taterial 

become available. Changcs oftcii 
Mietlol t and riot

co~lieslowly, lholi., mndlllay ll 
keep pace with increased de and 
for food. 

e o 

.. 
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0 Study areas ... .. iv n. 

Major political and geographical divisions in Ghana and the distribution of study
 
areas where the Ghana Grains Development Proj6ct (GGDP) is concentrating its
 

research program.
 

Selected statistics on Ghana's Monocropping
resources and crop production in the transition zone 

The exact shape of the farmingiZ i &:.a?. i aditions that einerqse is 

Total 23.9 dcternined to a large extent by 
Agricultural 13. 6 the physical environmentUnde'r cll liVatiOl 4.0 

(obviously. the torest zone offers 
. - .very different resources and
 

Total ill 1988 13.3 opportunities from the savanna)
 
Farin 7.0 and also 1y the ends they must

't otjccCted sizv in 2020 t2.p 

Veeontplish. Take again te case of' 
_87 O t m K:Lwaku Yamoah-Boaipong, who 

Maize 55 lives in an area that is transitional 
Ca'sava (it(t weight) 29-13 betwecn forest and savanna and 
Solgtiu/ilht 300 that provides lavorable conditions 

....... for farming. Over the last three 
Smm',ir. t,l ning allly I I tN jtniitrig,
i'.valtiutin Iicpartm cnt, Nlinistrv, ol N'ars. hli has grown Imaizc as a 
Agriuuutm.. Acrra, (hana, niotiocrop durinug the miajor season 

(March or April to July) and in the 
ininor season (September to 
Novenber) has generally planted 
cowpca and vegetables, lte and his 



family do not cat much of what 
they grow but sell it, as do most 
maize farmers in the vicinity. and 
with some of the proceeds obtain 
cassava and plantain, yarn, or 
cocoyam for making hiij, the 
preferred dish in their part of the 
country (see page 6). 

The essentially commercial aim of' 
Kwaku's maize and coWlpea 
production account in part fr his 
monocropping and for the 
entrepreneurial spirit in which he 
puts his resources to work. His 
attitude is that to make money 
from farming. he ha3 to invest 
money: to hire a tractor for land 
prel)aration, purchase seed of 
improved varieties, obtain 
fertilizer and so forth. Various 
circumrstances have contributed 
both to his willingness and ability 
to adolpt such an approach. A 
great deal of research has been 
clone on nonocroppedlmaize in 
Ghana during recent years. On the 
basis of this work. recommnnen
dations have been developed and 
thoroughlV tested on larln, and 
thes,, are being actively promoted 
by the extension services. 

Maize-cassava intercropping 
About a third of the farmers in 
Kwaku's area iitercrop iaize and 
Cassava, a system that is even. 
more wides)read in tile forest 
zone of soulthern Ghana. In one of' 
the GGDI~s study areas, for 
example, it is practiced by more 
ihatn 90% of maize farmers during 

the nlajor season. Since hoth 
inaize and cassava are important 
parts of' the southern diet. a 
portion of each crop is constned 
at home. though most farmers 
also market a sizeable share of 
their harvvst. 

*Ama Amponsah, who grows maize, 
cassava, and a variety of other crops
in Ashanti Region, is literally her 

family's breadwinner. 

Adoption of im)roved varieties 
and other innovations has 
generally occurred at a lower rate 
in tihe southern forest than il tile 
Iransitiou zone and for a number 
of reasons. Until a few years ago. 
less research had been done on 
the more com)lex naize-cassava 
system than on nonocropped 
maize. so only recently have 
agricultural researchers been able 
to formulate and verify
recommendations for the 
intercrops. In studying this 

system. they have uncovered a 
number of specific circumstances 
that help explain why its 
practitioners might be less 
inclined to adopt improved 
technologies. For example, in the 
forest zone, researchers have 
found that i:itereropped fields 
frequently are cultivated for 
shorter periods than monocropped 
fields and thus lie fallow for longer 
periods; since soil regeneration
proceeds more rapidly under 

Continued on page 7 



A particularly connm and (t tie 
outsider at least) engaging feature 
of rural life in Glhana is the "tro-
tro," a type of lruck used to 
transport people, their goods and 
animals. liv means of its brightly 
painted slog.ans, the tro-tro also 

onve\'ys bits of traditional wisolt, 
"One Man No Chop" being al 
example. The phrase is intended 
to suggest thai tood. anmong other
good things such as money and 
books. should nlot be consimed 
("chopped") by one person only
but shared along trieiids 
(Gvinave Kvci and Selireckenback 
1975). The unlimited application 
of this generous sentiient, 
however, is made difficult by 
Ghana's regional food preferences. 
Their power is suggested by the 
following con meilt by a resident 

EFor Ghanaian women 

of Brong-Ahafo Region about the 
principal maize preparation of his 
southern neighbors: ...l'o make an 
Ashanti mil ca keilkev is to 
make him suffer." 

To dleterm inlC whet her food 

lrel'erenees have implications ior 

milaize breeding. GGDIP staff are 
testing improved varieties for their 
Stilabilit in )reparing certain
maize dishes. So far, the results 
have been inconclusive. 
Nevertheless, researchers will 
continue ronitoring consumer 
prefcrence for their germplasm 
lroducts from tiIme to time Since. 
like the croplping systems in 
which maize is produced, the 
methods by which it is prepared 
are both various and subject to 
change. 

the rhythm of life includes an endless round of food preparation
tasks, such as sun-drying ground maize for tuo zafi in the noith and mixing dough for 
kenkey in the south. 

Two of the country's maize 
preparations are kenkey (of which 
two major types are Fanti and Ga) 
and Lue zalY. In the preparation of 
kenkcy, maize grains are soaked 
for three days, milled or ground 
finelv, and mixed with water to 
Make a dough; most of this is 
allowed to ferment for three days 
and is then partially cooked, with 
constant turning. The cooked,
fermented dough is mixed with a 
bit of unfernented dough and 
molded into balls. For Fanti 
kenkey (the type preferred among 
the Fanti-speaking people of 
Central Region), the balls of dough 
are wrapped in plantain leaves 
and boiled; with Ga kenkey maize 
husks are used lor this purpose. 
The size of a ball of Ga kenkey 
sold in the market, a Ghanaian 
politician once said, is a sure 
indicator of how the economy is 
I'aring, althiough it is actually more 
a reflection of the price of maize. 
Tuo zafi, tile (fisl preferred in 
northern Ghana, is prepared by 
drying the grain, milling or 
grinding it, and pouring the 
resuiltiing powder into boiling 
water to make a thick porridge. 
Traditionally, to zafi has been 
miade frol sorghum or millet. but 
as the cultivation of maize has 
spread in tile sivanna, so has its 
use in the preparation of tuo zafi. 

ButhI of' these plreplarationls,
ihowever, arc scorned by the tui
spCaking people of the middle belt 
of Ghana. who are nlajor 
producers of maize but who stand 
by th.ir hihi (a preparation of 
( issava plus plantain, yam. or 

coroyam) arid sell maize, mainly 
-o soulherlers. 
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fallow than under cultivation, the 
intercropped fields tend to be 
more fertile, making fertilizer 
application less advantageous, 

ways. She grows a wide variety of 
species (not just maize and 
cassava, but plantain, cocoyam, 
yam, and vegetables) in quite 

tends to view such an approach as 
irrelevant to food production. 
What researchers hope to 
demonstrate to farmers like her is 

It is also instructive to bear in 
mind one of the farmers' main 

complex cropping cycles, and she 
plants them randomly, using in 
the case of maize a high number 

that they can accomplish either 
aim-production of maize and 
cassava for food or cash-more 

reasons for intercropping in the 
first place, which is to obtain a 
steady and secure supply of 
diverse food items for their 
families, making the best use of 
the resources available. That is 
the foremost concern of Ama 
Amponsah, a farmer living near 
Mampong in Ashanti Region, 
whose management of her maize-
cassava system reflects its food-

of seeds per hill. 

Although she has heard about 
improved maize varieties and 
fertilizer, she has never tried them 
(see page 10). The reason is not 
that she is unfamiliar with the 
idea of investing money to make 
money in farming (her husband, 
after all, grows cocoa and other 
cash crops and manages them 

efficiently with appropriate 
improved technologies. 

Maize-sorghum intercropping 
Other equally complicated 
cropping systems are practiced in 
the savanna of northern Ghana 
under distinct social and economic 
arrangements and fairly harsh 
environmental conditions. The 
north receives less total rainfall 

security orientation in various accordingly) but rather that she than tile south, and it is often 
distributed very unevenly over a 
single cropping season. 

The maize-sorghum cropping 
pattern employed by the Hussein 
family at Taha near Tamale in 
Northern Region is among the 
more common systems, and their 
practices are fairly illustrative 
both of the system's functioning 
and its purpose (although they are 
not growing groundnuts, which is 
often a major component of the 
cropping system in their area). 
Land is abundant near their 
village, so they are under no 
pressure to extend the cultivation 
of a given field beyond three or 
four years. Moreover, they have 
access to tractor services, which 
they use for land preparation, 
making it fairly easy to abandon 
one field and move on to another. 
In the first year of a crop cycle, 
they plant yams in mounds, 

EWith each successive year of maize
sorghum cultivation on the same plot,
the men of the Hussein family near 

Tamalo in Northern Region invest greater 
amounts of backbreaking labor in controlling 
grassy weeds. For that reason and because 
of a precipitous decline in fertility, they
allow this plot to return to fallow and shift 
to another after three or four years. 
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scatter a few maize seeds around 

them, and generally establish 

borders of cassava to delimit the 

field. During subsequent years of 

cropping, they plant maize in rows 
during early June (assuming that 
the rains have come by then), 
with wide spacing between maize 
hills to make way for the 
sorghum, which isplanted about a 
week later. As the maize develops 
and matures, the sorghum plants 
remain fairly small. In September. 
when the maize has reached 
maturity, the HUssein brothers 
bend the plants over. a practice 
that cuts off the flow of nutrients 
to the ear and accelerates its 
drying, while also permitting more 
sunlight to reach the sorghum 
plants. By that time the daylength 
is such that the rate of sorghum 
floral development increases, and 
it matures on residual moisture by 
November or December. some two 
months after maize harvest and 
the end of the rainy season. The 
combined yield of the intererops is cournee, 
critical to enabling the family to 
stretch their food supply through 
the so-called "hungry season," 
which may set in around May or 
June, before the previous year's 

innovations (including the use of a 
tractor, row planting of an 
improved maize variety, and 
fertilizer application) to be 
compatible with achieving the 
social aims of their food 
production system. 

Shaping the traditions 
Apart from demonstrating Ghana's 
variety of farming traditions, the 
foregoing examples suggest that 
deliberately managed change is 
inherent to them. That such was 
the case long before agricultural 
researchers entered the scene is 
evident from some of the cropping 
systems we have examined, which 
contain numerous species that are 
not even indigenous to sub-
Saharan Africa. The maize-
sorghum system, for example, is a 
particularly clever combination of 
a 16th century import with an 
indigenous crop. (It is interesting 
to note that during the epoch in 
which maize arrived in Africa 
from Central America. sorghum 

completed the opposite journey. 
and farmers in both parts of the 
world hit upon the same 
opportunity for an efficient 

dwindling harvest association of the two crops.)can beacopnigtlenth 
repnlenhe 
replenished. 


That is not a danger to be taken 
lightly, since, as Alhassan Hussein 
explains, their family is quite 
large. His father, a chief, has 
numerous wives, children, 
grandchildren, and other 
dependents and as head of the 
extended family is responsible for 
meeting all of their needs. Ile does 
so by drawing upon a common 
stock of food and cash, to which 
Alhassan, his brothers, and other 
family members contribute all of 
their produ-e or its proceeds, 
Obviously, they have found some 

Agaiast tt badoption 
Against that background Of

change, agricultural research has 
provided a more systematic 
approach to the development, 
testing. and introduction of 
innovations that can increase the 
pace of change. Farmers' 
responses have varied, with rates 
of adoption of recommended 
technology ranging from 0% for 
farmers like Area Amponsah to 
100% for others like Kwaku 
Yaioah-Boatinpong,who have 
made a headlong clash into 
modern agriculture, taking up 
nearly every recommendation that 
researchers have put forward. 

F 1E( S ; ( flot U)1IL n K 
I ul UI hut tfJ(Iltion 

rII~ .1- WVL( UP ;UV)I Ut 
I r , 'Ii, 1,1'1UdI; itl 

0oittll , ' US! Ut 

U pU 
U' ; , 

Neither of those responses, 
however, is the prevalent one in 
the transition zone, where 
research and extension efforts 
have ocen most vigorous so far. 
nor are they likely to be in the 
forest and savanna, which are now 
receiving greater attention from 
the GGDP. On the contrary, 
farmers surveyed in a study on 
the adoption or"new practices in 
Brong Ahafo Region clearly prefer 
a cautious approach involving 
-stepwise testing of the 

n
 
components of the recommended 
alternatives, rather than a sudden
switch to the complete set of 
recommended practices" (Tripp et 
al. 1987). That approach is readily 
apparent in the data given in the 
accompanying table on the 

by farmers of three 
recommendatiops. About halfstarted off by adopting only one 
reconmendation, a quarter 
adopted two, and the remaining 
quarter al! three. Moreover, there 
is a very compelling logic to the
 
sequence of their step-by-step 
adoption. Thus,of the farmers 
othat
began with only one
 

recommendation most went either
 

for thr variety or fertilizer, either 
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of which by itself would give them 
a profitable return. Those starting 
with two recommendations chose 
the pairs that interact significantly 
(variety and fertilizer, for example) 
and ignored the single 
combination that offers no 
interaction. The image of farmers 
that we form from such evidence 
is not of unthinking manual 
laborers who act predictably 
according to fixed habits and 
traditions (an image still preferred
by a few agricultural leaders) but 
of tradition makers, who are quite 
adept at examining new 
information and options and who 
often know best how to adapt 
them to particular circumstances, 

Barriers to change 
Given that image of farmers, they 
are clearly a critical source of 
information about both the 
attractions of new technologies 
and the constraints that limit their 
adoption. Fairly typical are the 
comments of E. Ankoma Cudjoc, a 

farmer living at Gomoa 
Mankessim in Central Region, who 
is conducting an on-farm 
evaluation of recommendations 
being developed by the GGDP for 
maize-cassava intercropping. He 
says that it is apparent even to 
passersby that the maize variety 
he is testing is better yielding than 
the local alternative and that its 
short height makes it less prone to 
lodging, or falling over. 

At the same tine, however, he 
and others are quick to point out 
serious obstacles to adoption of 
the improved technology, even by 
farmers who are convinced of its 
advantages. They complain that 
fluctuations in the prices of 
produce and a lack of appropriate 
technology for protecting stored 
grain make it difficult for them to 
obtain an adequate return on their 

investment, that fertilizer is often 
not available in suflicient 
quantities or at the right time, and 
that they cannot obtain loans for 
p~urchasing seed, fertilizer, and 

Sequence of adoption by farmers in Brong-Ahafo Region who adopted
three components of a recommended technology package 

One recommendation 
Fecrtilizer 
Inproved varit-ty 
Row planting 

Two recommendations 
Row plainting and fertilizer 
Inproved variety and fertilizer 
Im'provcd v'ariety incd row planting 

All three recommendations 

Sourcet: 'rippl c al. (1987) 

27 50.9 
13 24.5 
10 18,9 
4 7.5 

13 24.5 
9 17.0 
4 7.5 
0 0.0 

13 24.5 

other inputs. John Wobil, the 
GLDB extension officer responsible 
for Brong-Ahafo Region, aptly 
expressed the plight of these 
farmers in a Fanti proverb: "When 
the poor man sets a trap, he 
catches only frustration." 

Research and Extension:
 
Opening New
 
[-tiw"y to Change
 
Anthe r toes point 
Another proverb seems to point 
the way to a solution: "If you wish 
to speak with God, you must talk 
to the air." In the context of the 
conversation, this remark 
suggested that to obtain assistance 
from the powers that be you must 
convey your message to their 
representative. There is obviously
 
a note of skepticism in the saying
 
as well. Since farmers have little
 
confidence that their requests will
 

be granted, they consider the 
exercise about as effectual as 
"talking to the air." 
So, wherein lies the solution? At 
least partly in the efforts of the 

GGDP to establish an on-farm 
research program through which 
farmers can be heard and have 
their comments acted upon in a 
search for solutions to production 

problems. And if the approach the 
Project has taken proves to be 
long-lived, its impact could be at 
least as important as the 
technologies being developed at 
CRI. For, it would provide not only 
solutions to individual production 
constraints but an efficient means 
of advancing the country's
agricultural development in the 
fluture. 

Continuedon page 11 
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The notion suggested by this tro- adopted Iiti'recommended training and responsibilities in 
fro" slogan-of lmen its )rovidcers prd't ices to about lilt samne eXtent other areas, including crop
and of wornen as consumers of as men. The Study also indicaltes, production. In 1988, for example,
lamily resources-has been one of however. that there is little the production courses offCred by
tie underlying assumptions of correlattiol between attendlancc at llthe GGDP Ior extelsion officers 
li1,l1V agricuItiral delveloptmieiint field da\ys and adopt ion of were well attctidecd 1y Vwoinei. 
projects. As a result, they have tcelniology. This is not a very According to the Project's training
tended to direct their technologies, su rprising ottonwi considering coordinator, Collins Osei-Kwabena, 
mlessages, ai services priniarily thal, in addition to conducting tle wilening role of womln il 
toward men, while virtually held days. liet GII)I3 and MOA rXtC'lIsiOil could hel ) ilC'eaSe tile 
ignoring wonen's role in farm extelsiol olficers havc lianv l'ati al which production of' 
enterprises, their contribution to otlhr contacts with Ii'arnicrs cowpea (traditioliallv ainorthern 
family income. aiid their )otlntial including frequent conversations crop) is expanding ill the south, 
for bringing alhoit--or being with individluals or siiall groups. sinceI -orilcrsl)(,ialists in hoelie
 
harmied by-t chinical clange. The It is prcisely t cler the latl('r sciences will bring to the task a
 
error both of tlil' assuiiption and 'irc'uilistllicts that wotllell arc kiowledge bolhI of c'ow pea
 
its conseqclt [rat ice is niac liable to be neglected ill the l)rotdctioni and utilization. Ill
 
apparent by tie circt'tiistances of' ICx'hIlllge off ilfotallat mll. Project gCt teral. ts wotiictn become 
more
 
w\,on) en like Aria Amiponsali. who staff not( thiat, Ohl tle occasiots hillv involved in 1t c'xtension of
 
is her family's nait food whlen they havc' deliberately Crop production practices, female
 
producer-literally its included wolieli ill teiir frmliers w'ill have a better

braciineitr. discussiol S with rs OMlt'l
w'n gvi trllit' of rec'civ ii g adc 1 It,-d
 

have tcic'cl to Clef('r to their inforinatiou on improvecd
 
After hcr litishand has cleared liusbatilds and offer fcw opinions of tchclilofogy and opportunities to
 
land for food l)rodluction (which he their own. A fur ther difficiltuy in cxrss their own 
views a)out it. 
does ilalddition to managing ol)taining wollelln's vicws is thait 

coaO aild olher ('ash crops). Atia private ('Oilversatiots betweell i 
carries out all su bscCIuc'nt male exterisiot ofliccr aiCll in"ill 
operations ill their maitize-c'assiva fhll lcr arc not gencrally ., . 
system. including planting, considcrcd proe)r, and this 
WecCling. and harvesting. Sincc ('lmllnlllic'ations barrier is 
she has heard about but not c'onsicerabhl silic tlitllost all 
adoptcd any f 'theilrnl)tov'd xHtnsioll ofliC'rS .It' ll'tn. 
practiccs picrtaining to those 
c)perations (even thot gh they arc Thi i)rcIpolidcranc of iinecn ill the 
being alctively prolloted by the exten'isioti se'rvi(cs ay (lec'reasc 
extensili services ill her distri'it however, its it result ofl tlncltires 
of Ashanti Regioii), ote wondcrs now being alen by the MOA. The 
whether lile ('xtelsiol tiiessagc is llost illipOrtiltl c'OtisclCHTld'c' for 
being convey('cd to her acedquately. woliin is thallt thicv will no logcr 

he r'legatecd litoliaticalf, to 
Project staff lave lal severalc'i hotne scicnces but will rct'ive 
steps to ensurt that wollmell are 
not bylIass (I as food l)ro(ililtti is 
altered thr'ough{l technil;I changet. 

For exam)le, theIhicld days 
con(Iuttcd ill conjunc'tion with 
dtmonst rat ionts have been 
atecnded by lartge iulillers of 
\v iic'Ii. ti lie results of a study 
Of technology adoptiOn illithe 

lBroiig-Aliafo Region suigge'st that Are these two generations of food 
-n.l. haflve producers-Ama Amponsahfenale iaize famers iforeground) with her mother and 

sister-being overlooked as new agricultural 
technology comes to the Ashanti Region? 



The evolution of an 
on-farm research program r " 
Almost from the GGDP's 
inception, a large part of its work 
has consisted of on-farm research 
the agenda and organization of 
which have been shaped by 
)articular circumstances in 

Ghana. It is important to bear in 
mind, for example, that the 
Project operates in a complex,".,r .*
institutional environment, in 
which responsibilities for distinct, 

,.' ftr 

but mutually dependent, activities 
reside with different organizations 
whose circumstances andeffectiveness vary. As a"-

.. lt 
_ V 

consequence, Project staff have 
adopted a flexible approach to the 
organization of on-farm research, 
extension, seed production, and.. 
other key activities, taking into 
account the ability of participating 4 
organizations to do a given job at 
a certain time and place. 

In doing so Project staff have 
worked hard at strengthening ties 
that previously were somewhat 
tenuous, particularly between 
research and extension. 
Administratively, the two are 
separate, with research in the 
Ministry of Industry, Science, and 
Technology and extension in the 
Ministry of Agriculture. That is 
not all uncommon arrangcnlent, 
however, and in fact it offers 

F Extension officers like Owusu 
Kwarteng, who is responsible for 
activities of the Grains and Legumes

Development Board (GLDB) in Ghana's 
Ashanti Region, are among the contributors 
to change in the country's farming 
traditions. The farmer with whom he is 
talking has already shifted from random to 
row planting. And if Owusu's explanation is 
convincing enough, she will start using her 
cutlass to gauge the recommended interrow 
distance for maize planting and a sighting
pole instead of string to keep the rows 
straight. 
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certain advantages and can be contributing to high adoption rates A focus on complex

effective. But it does require that in the Brong-Ahafo Region, cropping systems

research and extension make according to the results of the 
 The shift in emphasis to
special efforts to coordinate their adoption survey mentioned intercropping was made possible
activities through on-farm previously, by various cirvumstances and led
research and related work. to several changes in the way the 

That the recommendations were on-farm program is organized. One
A second circumstance most widely adopted among crucial development was the 
determining the emphasis of the farmers that monocrop maize was return of growing numbers of

on-farm research program was predictable. Project staff had Ghanaian research staff who had

that it began at a time of extreme decided from the beginning to been completing their master's
 
economic difficulties, perhaps the focus initially monocropping, degrees or doctorates abroad andon 

worst Ghana has ever 
 first, because it is the simplest of the completion by additional 
experienced. Thus, the Project Ghana's various cropping systems Ghanaian staff of in-service 
was under considerable pressure and therefore the easiest with training at CIMMYT and other
 
to achieve quick results, whereby which to make rapid progress and, institutions. Previously, much of
 
it could provide some immediate second, because it is practiced all the research load had been borne

assistance to farmers, demonstrate over the country, though mostly 
 by the single CIMMYT agronomist
the value of investments in in the transition zone that extends (Greg Edmeades) in the Project

research and extension, and thus across Brong-Ahafo. At the same during phase I, which ended in

improve the likelihood that these time, however, the Project 
 1983. By the middle of phase II,

activities would be adequately initiated research on inter- the Ghanaian complement was

supported over the long term. cropping, mainly a maize-cowpea large enough that a sizeable
 

system found in northern Ghana, portion of the Project's specialists
In pu.rsuit of those objectives, the since those are the two crops with could be divided into various
Project initiated a program of farm which the Project is primarily interdisciplinary re3earch teams 
surveys conducted by CIMMYT, concerned. In addition to studying under the coordination of the two
GLDB, and MOA staff in four of that and other maize-legume CIMMYT agronomists (Roberto
Ghana's key maize production combinations, researchers Arias and Mike Read) who have 
zones and on-farm trials carried subsequently turned their been involved in the Project
out nationwide by staff of CRI, attention to maize-cassava during phase II. By that time, too,
GLDB, and MOA. By such means intercropping, which is practiced there was a sizeable group of
the Project was able to identify the in southern Ghana, and soon will experienced GLDB and MOA
primary constraints of maize be working on maize-sorghum in extension officers, whose growing
production and within a few years the north. participation in the on-farm 
to formulate and test a set of program has permitted better 
recommended practices. These supervision of trials over larger 
were made available to farmers areas. 
through demonstrations, which 
compared the improved practices 
with the farmers' and were 
conducted first by extension Results of verification trials conducted across Ghana's transition zone 
officers of the GLDB and later by Ghana's transition zone 
MOA staff as well. Analysis of the 
results over several years has 
shown that the recommendations 
for variety, planting, and 
fertilization give an increase of Farmers practice 1780 1880 1580 1950 1680
about 1 t/ha over the farmers' 
practice (see table) and generally Recommended practice 3150 3200 2500 3050 3450 
offer them a very attractive 
economic return. The demon- Difference 1370 1320 920 1100 1770 
strations also accomplished their 
purpose as extension tools, Number of sites 21 71 77 93 69 

Soorcc: Tripp et a. (1987) 
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considerations: the need to cover Determine what other 
all of the country's major 
agroclimatic zones, a desire to 
distribute Project efforts equitably 
among regions, and the location of 
the most experienced, 
enthusiastic, and effective 

organizations are working on 
agriculture in the area and 
whether they would be willing 
and able to participate in the 
on-farm program 

extension officers. On the basis of that information, 

The research carried out in a 
the agronomist and economist, 
with assistance from extension 

study area is coordinated by an 
agronomist and economist, who 
draw upon the services of 
colleagues in their own and other 

officers and other specialists, 
design a program of on-farm 
research, supported by studies 
conducted at one of CRI's 

disciplines and work closely with 
the extension officers responsible 
for on-farm trial management. At 
the outset of its work in a given 

experiment stations. The purpose 
of the latter is to gather basic 
biological information about 
alternative practices under 

study area, this interdisciplinary 
group conducts informal and/or 

conditions permitting adequate 
control of several factors. The on

formal surveys. The former farm trials, on the other hand, are 
involve extensive discussion with intended to determine the 
farmers and observation of their advantages of improved 

lntercroppng of maize and cassava Is 
one of various practices that enable 
Ghanaian farmers to make efficient 

use of their limited resources in securing a
steady food supply. The GGDP has nearly
completed development of a set of
recommendations that should increase the 
productivity of resources that farmers
commit to this farming system. 

fields and the latter a more
rigorous effort to quantify certain 
fari s effort opati An
features of farmers' operations. An 
informal survey recently
completed by Project staff in a 
new study area around Wa, Upper
West Region. was the first 

conducted entirely by Ghanaian 

technology under farmers'conditions and therefore require 
condiios ndrheefret eqir
their direct participation. 

If the study area team determines 
that they already have 
technologies that could benefit at 

least some farmers, these are 
staff, with no participation by tested in verification trials and 
CIMMYT or IITA agronomists and shown in demonstrations, as are 

In seeking to developrn eendton feor 
recommendations tor various 
cropping systems, Project staff ar 
concentrating on six study areas,
which are representative segments 
ofarger areas in which farmers' 

economists. Together, the two 
types of surveys enable 
researchers to accomplish various 
purposes: 

* Characterize farmers' 
socioeconomic conditions and 

the new technologies developed 
subsequently through the 
combined on-farm and experiment 
station research (see figure, page 
14). In organizing these trials, the
Project recently tried a new 
approach called "adopt a farmer," 

stances, and problems arc, if not 
utnfo, at leastproly sare, 
uniform, at least broadly similar. 
In the Central Region study area. 
for example, most farmers 
intererol maize and cassava. 
whereas arouind Tamale, thle 

their primary cropping 
systems 
Identify major constraints to 
production 
Decide whether technologies 
are already available that 
could alleviate some 

in which extension officers give 
the participating farmers technical 
advice and some logistical (but not 
financial) assistance in obtaining 
seed and fertilizer for the
demonstrations. About 50 maize 
larmers took part in the 1988 

cropping systuors include aize 
and legumes or other cereals. The
selection of study areas has also 
been governed by several other 

constraints 
Identify new opportunities forresearch 

major season, and a similar. 
program for cowpea farmers isplanned for the minor season. The 
trials provide sites for field days, 
at which lrmers can express their 
views on the improved technology. 
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Researchers adopt is that the husks on a small
 
farmers' recommendations . s arid
percentage of tie plants of r(Ih(, iJrd,

It is tempting for researchers to improved varieties tend not to
 
give only lip service to the cover the ear as completely as
 

'importance of listening to farmers, they should and are consequently Kri 1llIL)F( ), to(O2y
then to essentially ignore what more easily infested by weevils ! 2 ,',; ( ly,, thte
 
they say. and develop the kinds of and other insects while the crop is kim 
 iiilw ;lyinc

cropping systems and practices still in the field. The infestation
 
that researchers would adopt if spreads to other ears when the r i I ) 1') I 1(K)l.
 
they were farmers. But that has maize is stored in cribs, which by

decidedly not been the case in the the nature of their construction
 
GGDP, and specific comments are subject to even further insect application in maize. Previously, it 
made by farmers have altered infestation. The response says had been recommended that 
both the emphasis of the research BaClu-Apraku, has been to select starter fertilizer be applied at 
programs and the content of the intensively lor improved husk planting, but farmers preferred to
recommendations, cover in the maize breeding delay application until two weeks 

program and to initiate studies later. They argued that this delayOne of the criticisms that farmers comparing various chemicals reducedas the heavy demand for 
most frequently recite is that the well as local materials for their labor at planting and gave them

improved maize varieties are more effectiveness in controlling storage time to determine whether the
 
susceptible than the local ones to pests of maize and cowpea. 
 rains and other conditions would
 
insect damage once the grain has permit the crop to become well
 
been stored. The problem, Another of farmers' suggestions established and thus whether the

according to Baffour Badu-Apraku that was put into practice had to investment in fertilizer was even
 
(maize breeder and joint do with the timing of fertilizer warranted. Upon comparing
coordinator of the Grains Project). fertilization at planting and two 

weeks afterwards, researchers
Number found virtually no difference in the 
800 effect on yield and so promptly 

adopted the farmers' 
recommendation. 

Gaining confidence 
600 and earning credibility 

Demonstrations One of the pitfalls for researchers 
that work largely within the 
confines of their experiment 
stations is that they have little 
contact with extension, except on 

400 occasion to "hand down" new 
6 i technologies for dissemination 

among farmers. Much experience 
in developing countries has shown 
that this agricultural version of 
the "trickle down" theory is a

200 poor approach to moving 
technology. 

In searching for an alternative, the 
GGDP has learned that extension 
officers are most likely to obtain 
the necessary information from

1979 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 farmers and persuasively present 
On-farm trials and demonstrations conducted by the GGDP. 
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recommendations to them if their That is a task in which the Project practices. Those steps keep
work is closely tied to the research has made a large investment, one extension personnel from gettingprogram. The exact division of 'hat is paying sizeable dividends. -tired of singing the same old
responsibilities between researcher The most significant benefit song," a danger CIMMYT
and extension is a somewhat accruing to participants in the agronomist Greg Edmeades
controversial issue in the GGDP is increased credibility in cautioned agairst at the outset of
international discussion of on-farm the coitmtr-sidc. Just as the .roject and which would
research. Bu, as far as Project staff researchers and extension workers serioLIsly erode the confidence and are concerned, the question Of arc listening more closely to credibility that GLDB and MOA
whether a research program farmers these days. the farmers in have gained among their clients.
should dabble in extension or Iturn are paying more attention to
whether an extension program them, mainly because the Project Working with a research program
should meddle with research is has something to offer as well as a that is responsive to farmerj'
irrelevant. What matters is that structure within which farmers needs and able to developsomeone take the initiative to themselves can test and discuss appropriate technology for 
ensure that these two groups new technology. Moreover, the meeting them has made a big
communicate with one another researchers are continually difference to Ovusu Ansah, MOA
effectively, generating new options and extension officer in Mampong. In 

information, on the basis of which his district lie has become so well 
they can modil recommended 

EGiven a reliable set of information, adequate mobility, and effective means of examining new practices with farmers, extensionofficers are more strongly motivated to bring their personal talents to bear on the task of transferring technology. GLDB extenpinnofficer Owusu Mensah, for example, combines Instruction with entertainment, partly by using proverbs to drive home points about 
crop production practices. 
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known and respected, partly 
through his frequent visits to on-
farm trials and presence at field 
days, that rare is the week when a 
farmer does not stop him as he 
passes by on his motorcycle to ask 
a question or even offer a 
spontaneous dinner invitation, 
Ansah also derives satisfaction 
from the way in which the on-
farm program is conducted: 
researchers consult him about the 
design, scheduling, and location of 
the research trials, visit the trials 
with him a few times in tile course 
of the growing season, and are on 
hand at harvest to discuss the 
results with him and the 
cooperating farmers. 

The stimulating circumstances of 
their work have given Ansah and 
other GLDB and MOA extension 
officers a high degree of 
motivation that would be difficult 
for them to muster if they lacked 
such support and Lhat helps 
explain why they are doing 
imaginative rather than 
perfunctory work. One area in 
which some extension officers 
(such as J.W. Arkorful, the GLDB 
officer responsible for Central 
Region) have made special efforts 
is in the coordination of work 
done by GLDB and MOA extension 
staff, which has contributed much 
to the efficiency of on-farm 
research in various regions. 
Adequate support and high 
motivation also help account for 
the GLDB's willingness and ability 
to take on the additional 

As part of the training program 

organized by the GGDP. John 
Koampah (right), deputy director of 

the GLDB, travelled to CIMMYT 
headquarters In Mexico for a one-month 
stay as a visiting scientist. While there he 
participated in a course on maize seed 
production (a primary task of his 
organization) and acquired, among other 
skills, the ability to use a chemical test for 
determining seed viability. 

responsibility of seed production, 
which does not normally fall 
within the realm of extension. 
That activity, according to John 
Koampah, deputy director of 
GLDB, is an important source of 
revenue for supporting other 
extension work, and it gives his 
staff the satisfaction of being able 
to contribute directly to meeting 
the growing demand among 
farmers for improved seed (see 
figure). 

Staff development 
None of the developments 
described above-t'LL evolution of 
a nationwide on-farm research 
program and the growing 
confidence of researchers and 
extension officers-would have 
taken place if the GGDP had not 
established from the start a 
diverse and systematic program 
for training Ghanaian staff at all 
levels. The success of that 
program in turn depended upon 

-/ 

the existence of a sizeable pool of 
talented people, many of whom 
had already received training 
through Ghanaian universities, 
government agencies, and 
previous development projects and 
were anxious to grow as 
professionals. 

Three types of staff development 
were initiated at the beginning of 
the Project and have continued up 
to the present: 1) graduate study, 
2) in-service courses on specific 
areas or topics of research, and 3) 
in-country training, largely for 
extension officers. 

The Prject has made a sizeable 
investment in augmenting the 
country's research capability by 
sending some staff for graduate 
training in various fields, 
including plant breeding, 
agronomy, agricultural economics, 
entomology, seed production 
technology, and biometrics. 
During phase I six people earned 
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master's degrees, five of whom extension staff well informed full-time responsibility of two staff, 
went on for their doctorates in about any changes in the providing extensive training for 
phase It. An additional eight recommendations for maize and these trainers, and by obtaining 
persons obtained master's degrees cowpea production (which are input from training and extension 
in phase II. Although all of the published in an annually updated specialists at the University of 
degree candidates went abroad for booklet) and about the latest Guelph.
 
their graduate studies (to Canada, developments in the research
 
the USA, and UK), some carried programs for these crops. Another Agricultural development

out research for their master's or aim is to train extension officers in as a national project
doctoral theses in Ghana or at conducting on-farm trials or A distinctive feature of the in-

IITA headquarters in Ibadan, demonstrations and in organizing country training and of the
 
Nigeria. field days and other activities extensive research that puts
 

intended both to promote the content into the training is that it 
During the 1970s seven adoption of improved technologies all revolves around a little green
Ghanaians participated in five- by farmers and obtain their book, which, despite its 
month courses at CIMMYT on comments on these innovations, unassuming appearance (soon to 
maize improvement, crop In addition to being an effective be much improved), represents a 
management research, or way of imparting skills and rare and impressive achievement. 
experiment station management. knowledge to a large number of It is the GGDP's Maize and 
and others took part in short staff, the courses have had the Cowpea ProductionGuide for 
courses at IITA on maize and more profound effect of building Ghana. which has become the 
cowpea production, among other and continually reinforcing vital authoritative source of information 
topics. Thus, by the time the links between farmers, extension on its subject, not just within the 
Grains Project began in 1979, the workers, and researchers. In view realm of a single project or region.
national program already of the importance of that but throughout the country.
possessed a core of technical staff contribution, the GGDP has 
to help initiate the research expanded and improved its in- Continued on page 19 
program, particularly its on-farm service training by making it the 
component. As the piogram 
expanded, this type of taining 
was much intensified. By the end Seed sales (MT) 
ofphase 1. 27 people had taken 
part in courses and in phase II 
another 38 at CIMMYT, IITA. the 
University of Guelph in Canada, 
University of Reading in the UK. 
and the International Crops 160 
Research Institute for the Semi-
Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) in India. 

The kinds of skills acquired in 
those courses. ,.ong with much 
additional knowledge generated by 80 
the GGDP's own activities and 7* 

experience, is shared each year
 
with growing numbers of GLDB
 
and MOA extension officers
 
through in-country courses
 
coordinated by the Project's
 
Training and Communications .
 

Unit (see page 18). One objective
 
of those courses is to keep Sale of improved maize seed in Ghana.
 

1 
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This is what Collins Osei-Kwabena 
and Seth Ashiamah are-and it is 
what they do-in the Training and 
Communications Unit of the 
GGDP. Not as a part-time or 
temporary assignment, but as a 
full-time profession, they try to 
develop skills and instill 
professional attitudes in more than 
a thousand Ghanaian extension 
officers each year. They also help 
researchers communicate their 
results and insights more 
effectively to various audiences, 

Setting up a special unit just to 
handle those activities would be 
considered an unafforcable lxury 
by most agricultural development 
projects and national crop 
research programs, and many 
would preler to spend the funds 
Ol an extra plant brecder or 
agronomist. But in the GGI)P. 
professional handling of training 
and communications is considered 
indispensable to one of its 
principal aims. which is to 
maintain strong links between 
farmers, extension officers, and 
researchers. 

The need to train large numbers 
of extension staff-primarily to 
conduct on-farn research trials 
an(cl denionstrations-was 
apparent from tile beginning of' 
the Project, and it h . been met 
through annual in-service training 
courises given inl all regions of' the 
country. During these two-day 
sessions, partiicipants go over the 
previous year 'sresearch resuillts, 
discuss modifications in ith 
annually updated recommenii-
dat ions for mnaize and (owpea 
p}roduction, and r('ceive specific 
ilstructions for the conli year's
on-farm activities. They also gain 
field experience illSuch operations 
as laying otit a trial, calibrating 
and naintaining a sprayer, and 

applying fertilizer. As the staff of 
the Project and the complexity of 
its research have grown. so has 
the training program: the number 
of participants has increased 
sharply (see figure). adjustments 
have been made to accommodate 
them. and especially since 1987 
(when Training and 
COmIILUllications was established 
as a special unit within the 
Project), various techniques have 
been adopted to make training 
even more effective. 

One adjustment dictated by the 
size and nationwide coverage of 
the program was to divide the 
extension officers into two groups: 
those who are responsible for o1-
farn research trials and a larger 
group that organizes 
demonstrations of research 
results. The latter continue to 
receive in-country training in the 
various regions much as before. 
though sometimes with a few 
twists. One of those is the use of 
role playing to teach extension 
agents how to lead effective 

Number of trainees 
15010 

900
 

60
 

300 

discussions during field days. 
Collins usually takes the part of 
the wiley farmer. who always 
seems to come t) with the most 
difficult and enibarassing 
questions. while Seth films the 
exchange with a video camera. As 
the extension officer watches his 
performanee being played back, 
he and other course particJpants 
ask quest ions or make conIlents 
aboutl how he could imlprove his 
handling of the discussion. 

The extensiol officers that
conduct onl-fari trials are brought 
from all over the country to three 
locations for a review of research 
findings and training on one or 
more new to)ics not covered in 
previous cOu-ses. During the same 
session. tlviv also take part with 
researchers in planning tile on
farm programi, establishing 
priorities democratically rather 
than letting thel be dictated by 
one or a few senior people. 

Training of extension officers by the GGDP. 
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Although the bulk of their time is degree of cooperation and
 
consumed in organizing in-service coordination between the
 
training, Collins and Seth are 
 organizations directly involved in 
involved in other programs as the GGDP and numerous other 
well. One of those is to promote groups, including Food and 
effective communication among r Agriculture Organization (FAO)
research staff, some of whom used projects, the World Bank 
to read aloud from notes and . agricultural development projects
documents, teaching very much (URADEP in Upper West and East 
as they were taught from primary Regions and VORADEP in Volta
 
school to college. Recently, they Region), the Nyankpala

have learned how to present their Agricultural Eperiment Station 
work more effectively and (whose work is funded by GTZ. 
interestingly by using various Authority, of course, must have the German Agency for Technical 
types of visual aids and by some basis, and that of the little Cooperation), and the Sasakawa 
adjusting the level of complexity green book has been established Global 2000 Project. In addition to 
of their presentations to the by several means: first, through promoting communication among
audience. the Project's nationwide program them, the workshop has enabled 

of experiment station and on-farm all of those groups to convey theirAnother project that Collins and research; second, through its in- concerns more forcefully to 
Seth have just started is an effort country training program, which Ghana's agricultural policy 
to get extra mileage from the has reached hundreds of extension makers. That dialog has helped
videotapes they are making in the agents across the country: and move the country away from 
course of their work throughout third, through the annual National piecemeal approaches to 
the country. The two are Maize and Cowpea Workshop, first agricultural development and 
convinced that the training organized by the Project in 1982. toward the view of this task as a 
courses, field days. and other Attendance was high from the national project. 
activities they are filming have start but reached 400 in 1988, 
given extension officers a better including key agricultural decision . :;
understanding of research and makers and representatives of If what Ghana needed most in 
Project researchers a fuller every organization or project in 1979 was new agricultural 
awareness of farmers' circum- Ghana that has a research or technology for maize and cowpea
stances and problems. Now what extension prograrn for maize or production, the GGDP could 
Collins and Seth hope to do is to cowpea. By providing a national perhaps have provided it by
share their record of the forum in which canresearchers bringing in a horde of expatriate
partnership they have helped form exchange and discuss their scientists. Project staff decided 
between farmers, extension results, the event has virtually instead to initiate as large a 
officers, and researchers with an brought an end to the confusion research program as could be 
even wider audience. One means that existed previously about handled by one CIMMYT scientist 
of doing so, which they have recomnendcd production and the Ghanaian staff then 
already begun to explore, is to practices. available at CRI and to establish 
share their tapes with the trainin programs that would 
producers of Agrimag, a But with the single exception of steadily increase the size and skill 
nationwide television program that the recommendations, the of the latter, accompanied by only
features interviews with farmers, workshop was never intended to modest growth in expatriate staff. 
researchers, and public officials, achieve any sort of rigid What Ghana has gdined after 
Another will be to show their films uniformity of approach among the nearly 10 years are the elements 
at the next annual Maize and various agricultural agencies of change: an array of technologies
Cowpea National Workshop as a operating in the country. What for meeting many of farmers' 
means of reinforcing the essential has been accomplished is far more 
message of this event-namely important, namely a greater 
that Gana's agricultural 
development is a truly national 
project. 
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current requirements and a 
rapidly growing indigenous 
capacity to cope with future needs 
and contingencies. 

Maize improvement 
The major achievement of the 
Project's maize breeding program 
so far has been to develop and 
release six open-pollinated 
varieties (consisting of materials 
obtained from CIMMYT and IITA) 
that together meet the germplasm 
needs of the entire country and 
that show a distinct advantage in 
yield and other traits over the 
local varieties they are replacing. 
Although it is not unheard of for 
an improved variety to remain on 
the market for a decade or more, 
Project breeders do not intend to 
let that happen and are working to 
replace the current generation of 
varieties with new materials 
having additional traits that 
iarmers are demanding. 

One trait breeders are trying to 
develop in their entire stock of 
germplasm is uniformly good husk 
cover, which reduces ear rots and 
infestation by storage insects 
while maize is still in the field, 
Another serious problem that 
became apparent in Ghana during 
1983 is maize streak virus, a 
disease that is endemic in Africa. 
Using resistant germplasm 
developed in Nigeria by CIMMYT 
and IITA, maize breeders are 
working to replace five of the 
current varieties with streak 
resistant versions that also have 
improved husk cover, One of 
those. named Okomasa (meaning 
"no more hunger") was released 
in 1988 and will be available to 

farmers by the next major 
growing season. Those 
achievements reflect marked 
progress toward a goal the 
Project's breeders share with most 
developing country maize 
improvement programs, which is 
to become ever more efficient in 
employing germplasm products 
and information supplied by the 
international agricultural research 
centers and other sources to 
develop a complete line of final 
products for farmers. 

With increased expertise in 
breeding. the program has 
conceived new ambitions, 
including the development of 
maize hybrids. There is already 
some demand for them among 
Ghana's relatively few large-scale 
commercial farmers, and the 
Ghana Seed Company (which is 
the major seed supplier but has 
been inhibited by financial and 
o th e r pro blem s) is a rg u in g th at it 
would stand a better chance of"I 

becoming a commercially viable 
enterprise-as have its 
counterparts in Kenya and 
Zimbabwe-if, like them, it could 
market hybrids. 

That is a very big "if," however, 
since hybrids impose heavy 
demands both on seed producers 
and farmers. Although production 
of hybrid maize seed involves 
many of the same operations as 
does efficient maize grain 
production, it requires a number 
of extra steps that must be 
executed with extreme care and 
that increase the price of the final 
product. Moreover, farmers who 
purchase hybrid sced must be 
willing to pay that price every 

/ 

Poo husk c v in o 
Poor husk cover Invites infestation of
maize with storage pests and has 
therefore been assigned high priority 

by maize breeders in the GGDP. 

year (not every two or three years, 
as is the case with open-pollinated 
varieties). And unless the level of 
crop management is quite high, 
there will be no discernible 
difference between the 
performance of the hybrids and 
the varieties already available to 
farmers and, as a result, they will 
not receive the greater return from 
l)roduction that would be required 
to cover the higher cost of hybrid 
seed (CIMMYT 1987). 
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There ;i no question that Ghana's foundation seed and then certified in the transition zone, where 
seed production capacity has seed for farmers) and by commercial production of 
increased over the years and that conducting research on the monocropped maize is common. 
there are fairly good prospects lbr agronomy of seed production. In Nevertheless, Project maize 
additional improvement. CRI is addition, the GGDP has recently breeder lal'four Badu-Apraku
contributing to the development 	of begun to offer in-country training suggests that it will be another 
the countrys seed production in seed productiol,. The level of five years or so before the country
capacity by supplying prodtcers farmers' crop management has will be capable of producing high
with high quiJity breeder's seed also been improved through the quality hybrid seed and at least(from which they in turn produce el'lorts of the Project, particularly that long before it will have an 

expanding marke, for the product. 
ic has chosen the optimistic but 

calutious viewV that, as the country 
gradually becomes prepared for 
hybrid seed, the maize program 
should start with a modest eflort 
to develop hybrids, primarily the 
so-called nonconventional types. 
These can be developed more 
quickly and seed production is 
simipler to manage than wvith the 
conventional hybrids grown 
universally in North America and 
Europe and quite widely in some 
developing countries, such as 
Brazil and China (CIMMYT 1987). 

Grain legume improvement 
Since 1985, when the complement 
of grain legume breeders in the 
GGDP was brought to three 
(including IITA scientist M.A. 

" ... lossain), th, breeding program 
has rapidly gained momentum. 

I,. 	 Most of its resources are being 
('hanicld iwio a cowl)ea crossing 
program, although breeders are 
also evaluating promising 
groundnut varietics and soybean 
lines. The primary aim of the 
crossing program is to incorporate 
genes for resistance to various 
insects and diseases into selected 

Baffour Badu-Apraku (left), maize 

breeder and joint coordinator of the 
GGDP, in consultation with Tom 

Bonney of the Ghana Seed Compan . The 
Project's maize improvement program has 
supported the country's fledgling seed 
industry by providing seed, conducting
research on the agronomy of seed 
production, and offering training. 
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local cowpea varieties, 
Unquestionably, the most 
significant problem with cowpea 
in Ghana and West Africa 
generally is the damage caused by 
various insect species, and the 
most difficult challenge for GGDP 
staff working ol cowlwa is to 
develop varieties with enough 
insect resistance, if not to 
eliminate the need for spraying 
with insecticide, at least to reduce 
the number of sprayings from 
three or four to two. 

So far, the grain legume breeding 
program has released four cowpea
varieties for distribution to 
farmers. And although it would be 
premature to conduct an adoption 
study of cowpea varieties and crop 
management practices (as was 
done for maize in l3rong-Ahafo 
Region), it certainly seems that 
someone is excited about them 
and is sharing his enthusiasm 
with a fairly large rural audience. 
The individual in question is a 
"tro-tro" driver in Ashanti Region, 
whose vehicle bears in brightly 
colored letters, not the usual bit of 
folk wisdom, but the name of a 
new cowpea variety, Asontern. 

Crop management 
A rule of thumb observed by 
GGDP agronomists is that they do 
not engage in a particular piece of 
research unless it can be expected 
to produce information that is 
useful to farmers. Largely as a 
result of that v'ery practical 
orientation, they have been able to 
develop technology (through a 
judicious mixture of experiment 
station and on-farm research) that 
in research trials can increase 
maize yields by three times that 

obtained in southern Ghana with 
unimproved practices and up to 
five times in the northern 
savanna. Equally impressive gains 
arc to be had from adoption of 
improved practices for cowpea 
production. Moreover, Project 
researchers have demonstrated 
that 50% of the maize yield 
increase is attributable to 
fertilizer, 20% to improved 
varieties, and the remaining 30% 
to other agronomic factors. The 
recommended practices 
responsible for those increases 
have been generated through 
investigations of such questions as 
the timing and placement of 
fertilizer and plant density and 
arrangement, first in connection 

. ...... 

with monocropping and later with 
various intercropping systems, 
including maize-cowpea, maize
cassava, and cowpea-cassava. 

The practices developed to date 
are aided by the relative 
abundance of farmland in Ghana 
(particularly in the north), which 
by and large has kept the pressure 
off farmers' shifting cultivation 
svstems, except around cities and 
in certain areas of the south. 
Current recommendations also 
assume a relatively high degree of 
dependence on fertilizer. Certainly 
that could not be otherwise, since 
as many Ghanaian farmers are 
finding out, they can improve the 
efficiency of their production only 

ELegume breeder Ben Asafo-Adjei examines cowpeas ready for harvest at a CRI 
experiment station. He and other legume researchers with the GGDP seek to develop
varieties with enough insect resistance to permit a reduction in the number of

insecticide sprayings needed to obtain good cowpea yields. 
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by investing more in it, and one of what ecological costs might be Project agronomists made a start 
the best investments they have incurred through continuous in that direction some years ago
found so far is fertilizer. Although cropping based on heavy use of simply by developing appropriate
farmers continue to have agricultural chemicals? recommendations for fertilizer 
difficulties obtaining fertilizer on application under diverse 
time, this problem is being Although it did not have the circumstances in various parts of 
attended to and will probably be luxury of addressing such the country. By distributing that
lessened in the coming years. questions directly in its early information effectively through the 
What is more disturbing is that y'ears, the Project is now pursuing extension services, the Project has 
the assumption of abundant land various lines of study that fall (with the help of higher fertilizer 
is being invalidated l*y rapid under the general rubric of' prices) co:tributed to a reduction 
population growth (see table, page sustainable cropping systems of indiscriminate fertilizer4), and the pressure on farmland research. The purpose of that application and helped farmers 
can be expected to increase. Can work is not to eliminate the need make more efficient use of this 
Ghanaian farmers afford the even for chemical inputs altogether but input. Now, researchers are 
more extensive use of fertilizer to greatly increase the efficiency of exploring the possibilities for 
that will be necessary to sustain their use. reducing fertilizer application 
production on more intensively through maize-legume rotations 
cropped land, and if they can. 

EThe relative abundance of land in Ghana, particularly in the less densely populated savanna of the north, has by and large kept
pressure off farmers' shifting cultivation systems. Rapid population growth and concern about environmental degradation, however,
make it imperative that researchers introduce alternative cropping systems that permit sustained production with minimal use of 

agricultural chemicals. 
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and in various other experiments already available to larmers) that fodder for animals. The 
are looking for ways of achieving could further reduce the widespread transfer of such a 
better control of insects and weeds predations of storage pests. In one technology, however, will probably
with minimum use of chemicals. series of experiments. agronomists require some time, since it 

arc determining whether storage deviates irom farmers' current 
One promising approach is pest damage to maize can be systems, though it is based on 
integrated pest management for reduced by adjusting the timing of principles underlying the 
cowpea, which is a means of nitrogen fertilizer application and widespread practice of shifting
reducing insect damage through a bending plants over (a common cultivation. Clearly. Ghanaian 
combination of the correct practice in northern G ana, as farmers are prepared to alter their 
planting time. an early maturing explained on page 8) to speed farming traditions, if thevarietv that is tolerant to sonle maturity and move the harvest innovations offer readily apparent
insect species, and tile least date forward, thus shorteninig the benefits, but there is also solid 
possible number of insecticide period during which storage pests evidence that farmers lend to 
sprayings. Both in maize and can infest maize while it is still in iMake adjustlCnts in a cautious, 
cowpea. much of the damage tie field. In a !aboratory step-wise manner: they do not 
caused by insects takes place in experiment, a wide variety of local switch from one farming system to 
storage. While plant breeders are imaterials (such as groundnut oil, another overnight.
improving husk cover in naize wood ash, and eucalyptus leaf 
and insect resistance in cowpea, powder) are being compared with 
Project agronomis!s and crop tile recomnmendced chemical for 
protection specialists are trying to their effect oi storage pests of 
develop practices (some of hem maize and cowpea. Another series 
involving knowledge or materials of studies aims both to coltrol 

weeds and improve fertilitv in 
llmaize procCtioll bv using fast
growing food crops (cowpea and 
groundnut, for example) as "live 
mui Iches.' 

This last practice and vai ous 
others are being investigated at 
IITA it) Nigeria and show 
considerable promise, particularly The GGDP has been successful in 
a system called "allhy cropping.' promoting changes in farmers' 
This is a combination of crops practice precisely because it began 
with nitrogem-fixing shrubs that by searching for ways of 

4 	 enables farmers to cultivate the improving the efficiency and 
same piece of land continuoisly profitability of current farming 
with minimal fertilizer application, systems, rather than trying to 
The. syste also Supplies them persuade farmers to exchange 

"- .with useful materials, including them for altogether different ones.firewood, building materials, and An inlortant outcome of that 

cxperience is that fa'mniers now 
have more confidence in research 
and extension staff. One can onlyE Research conducted by weed hope thai their growing trust will 

scientist Grace Bolfrey seems to have eitUally provide a basis for 
added one more item to the list of more radical ilnnovation and 

negative effects from stubble burning, introduction of sustainablenamely that it lessens the effectiveness of 'ropping systems that serve the 
weed control measures in maize. Burning of lo ng-tr m intress of I'rn ers and 
stubble is widely piacticed by Ghanaian 
farmers to clear land for cultivation but is the nationl.
 
persistently opposed by the country's

agricultural officials.
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Building the Momentum * Establishing strong links that its activities could be 
of Change between researchers and sustained without a level of
The pace at which Ghana's extension officers and financial support comparable to
farming traditions develop toward mechanisms by which both that provided by CIDA." It is also 
more widespread and efficient use groups can communicate apparent that the Project has
of modern inputs and greater effectively with farmers placed heavy demands on
productivity over the long term * Providing extensive training, management. Since both issues
will depend on a different sort of with particular emphasis on funding and administration-are
sustainability from that discussed the development of an critical to the future andcourse
above, one having more to do with indigenous capacity to offer impact of research and other
the country's institutional rather superior instruction on a large activities initiated by the Project,
than natural resources. The scale to the extension services they will be of special concern
question is whether the former during its third phase, which will
will be sufficient to sustain and If it turns out that, lie farmers, last from 1989 to 1994. 
even increase the kinds of farmer researchers and extension officers 
services that are starting to are makers of tradition, then there Project staff are confident that, by
become available and that should is reason to believe that the the end of those five years, the
help rural communities increae activities listed above will become management skills of Ghanaian
their productive capacity and customary and will continue to be staff will match their currently
economic power. refined. Nevertheless, as CRI high level of technical ability if 

director E.A. Addison points out, two essential steps are taken: 1)Research and extension 1no one is under the illusion that intensive management training
Foremost among those services the GGDP could have accom
are 1) relevant agricultural plished what it has so far or 
research aimed at developing 
technologies that are appropriate 
for small-scale farmers and 2) 
mobile and well-trained extension 
services that have a compelling Y 
message and a strategy for Y 
conveying it to farmers effectively. 
The GGDP has made a dramatic 
and demonstrable impact on both 
of those by: 

* 	 Organizing its research around 
a few major commodities and
 
the farming systems in which
 
they are grown
 

" 	 Forming multidisciplinary 
teams of researchers that 
distribute their time and 
resources appropriately 
between experiment station 
and on-farm activities 

InAshanti Region GLDB extension officers Owusu Kwarteng and Owusu Mensah
(first and second from left) and MOA extenslonist Owusu Ansah (right) are united, 
not just by the name they share, but by a common purpose, which, according to

Kwarteng, is to "impart knowledge to farmers [like Yaw Nframah, shown here], obtainhelpful Information from them, and persuade them to adopt recommendations through such 
means as on-farm demonstrations." 
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and 2) a gradual transfer of researchers can sustain the flow of have no other marketing options
administrative responsibilities farmer-tested technologies and If the farmers refuse to sell, a
from the CIMMYT scientist who that these are effect.vely promoted large share of their produce is lost
currently shares them with a through the extension services, a to insects during storage in the
Ghanaian joint coordinator to a number of other steps must be traditional wood and thatch new, entirely Ghanaian taken to empower more farmers to structures. Improved storage
management team. adopt recommended practices and would enable farmers to hold back 

help them translate the resulting a portion for marketing in April or
The problem of continued funding gaiis in efficiency and May, when grain is scarce and
does not lend itself so readily to a prodIctivity into economic prices are higher, and would boost
solution-or at least to one that is benefits. their incentive to adopt practices
within the Project's grasp. Suffice aimed at increasing the efficiency
it to say that it has dane and will of production.

do all that it can, which, according

to Roger Erhardt, first secretary 
 Tile unique circumstances offor development at the Canadian ' ' "overseas" dramatize a problem
 
High Commission in Accra, is to ,
. that exists throughout the country
'eniace the effectiveness and . 4I ,1 , and that is being addressed in
reputation of' tile organization to . various ways, one of which isthe point that the government I improvement of on-farm storage.

finds it difficult not to provide .
 i . V r At Yikpabongu, for example, the
adequate funding when external . I: . GGDP is planning to try out 
assistance starts to taper off." improved storage facilities
There is no guarantee, of course, designed by the University of
that the government will be in a Science and Technology in
position to provide the necessary Improvement of grain storage Kumasi. Project staff are also
funds, but there is encouraging On of those steps is to improve hopeful that their research on
evidence that if it can it will. In grain storage capacity in rural control of storage pests will soon1988, for example, 16.8% of the communities, tile need for which lead to effective and appropriate
country's development budget was is particularly well illustrated by control measures that could be
committed to food crops, second tie plight of Yikpabongu, a remote applied throughout the country.
only to roads and transport and village in Ghana's Northern There is also undoubtedly a place
the highest priority the MOA has Region. From June until for large-scale modern storage
ever received. Moreover, in December, Yikpabongu is nearly facilities. In an FAO project at
addition to inspiring confidence inacessible because of flooding Mampong, Ashanti Region, for among government of Ghana from the two rivers between which example, farmers have access to
decision makers, the successful it lies, a phenomenon that has such facilities and are
efforts of the GGDP and others, earned the village and participating in a cooperative
such as the Sasakawa Global 2000 surrounding area the name scheme for grain marketing.
Project, are helping maintain the "overseas." Isolation has forced 
flow of donor funds into Ghana. the community to be self-reliant, 
The World Bank, for example, is but it has also made the 
currently planning a large-scale inhabitants easy prey for 
project for further strengthening outsiders. Each year, for example,
the extension services of the MOA. Yikpabongu is visited shortly after 
But even assuming that CRI harvest by grain buyers, who offer 

miserably low prices because 
grain is relatively abundant at that 
time and because the villagers 
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E Improvement of grain storage in traditional structures, combined with 
expansion of modern storage facilities, would open up new options for
farmers in marketing maize and provide them with an additional

incentive to adopt practices that increase the efficiency of production. 

U 
Availability of improved
seed, fertilizer, and credit 
In reporting on the results of an 
informal survey conducted near 
Wa in Upper West Region, GGDP 
staff recalled this rather caustic 
comment made by one northern 
farmer during a conversation 
about fertilizer: "I've already been 
shown how to apply it. Now, why
don't you tell me when it's going 
to be here?" Like many Ghanaian 
farmers, he complains not so 
much about price as about late 
delivery. This problem has been 
created in part by the 
cumbersome procedures through
which the government must 

I S 
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U 
obtain fertilizer from abroad and is 
magnified by the poor condition of 
Ghana's road network. Farmers 
meet with similar obstacles in 
trying to obtain improved maize 
seed, which, in spite of the efforts 
of the Ghana Seed Company and 
the GLDB, is not being produced 
in nearly tile quantities that the 
nation's farmers require. 
Moreover, even where those inputs 
call be obtained, many farmers do 
not have tile cash to pay for them 
and can obtain it only by 
incurring high risks. Such was the 
case with Kwaku Yamoah-
Boampong, the farmer in Brong-

A, 

Ahafo Region whose story is told 
at the outset of this report and 
wiho in his first vear of farming 
had to borrow money at high 
interest rates to purchase seed 
and fertilizer and cover land 
clearing and labor costs. 

One particularlv noteworthy effort 
to (leal with all of those problems 
at once is the Sasakawa Global 
2000 Project, which was initiated 
in 1986. Its strategy is to involve 
thousands of Ghanaian farners 
nationwide in planting maize and 
sorghum l)roduction test plots 
(PTPs). in which improved 

: 

Aeffect 

,. 
., . 

technology, much of it developed 
by tile GGDP, is compared with 
rhe farmers* practices on one acre. 
Participating farmers are provided 
with seed. fertilizer, and technical 
assistance by MOA extension 
officers and then at harvest pay 
for Itle inputs either in kind or 
cash. 13N, 1988 the project was 
working with abolt 17 000 
farmers in all regions of the 
country. I3ctause cooperating 
farners have realized substantial 
production increases by adopting 
the improved technology, the rate 
of loan repayment has )een 
excellent, and. as a result, the 

l)rojccl has been able to enlist 
stlpport from the tunks. According 
to a i'ecent report on the proiect's 
impact. local banks provided 
financing to cover the l)roduction 
costs of 7000 farners in 1988. 

1_Another even more far-reaching 

of the Sasakawa Global 
2000 ProJect is that, because of its 
large scale and the involvement in 
it of two well-known personalities. 
former US president Jimmy Carter 
and 1970 Nobel Peace Prize 
winner Norman Borlaug. it has 
commanded the attention of 

ision makers in government 
and(] given them a convincing 
illustration of what small-scale 
Ghanaian farmers can do if they 
arc given a chance. Other 
individuals and organizations have 
been saying the same thing for a 
long time. But now the l)roblems 
of funding for food crops research 
and availability of inputs and rural 
credit are being addressed more 
concretely by the government in 
its formutlation of agricultural 
policies and strategies. Its 

Statement of Agricultural Policy, 

Even farmers who are convinced of the advantages offered by improved maize 

varieties may not be able to adopt them because current seed supplies do not meet 
the growing demand. As a result, most maize farmors in Ghana still plant seed 

selected from their own harvest. 
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1989-1993 (prepared hy the 
MOA's Policy Planning, 
Monitorimg, and Evaluation 
Department, of which S.K. Dapaah 
is directo:) frankly describes the 
problems discussed above and 
their consequences in stagnating 
production, and it spells out 
specilic plans lor coping with 
ti ill.
To improve the efficiency of 
fertilizer delivery, for example, the 
dOCloemiii OLltli ls a s(ehe C lmefor 
privatizing fertilizer trade, and 
gradually removiing subsidies. 

The foregoing collillCits on lhe
 
ini proVU1111it 0!' Se.ViCCs to(


iarlncrs COllStitte only a_eUlSOly
 
treatment of 'extreinly complex
 
otestions, mnalin 
 of which remain
 
llnsxv~re(t.though at least they
 

are being addressed by various 
groups and in various ways. The 
dcgree to which those issues eanl 
bc satisfaetorily resolve d will 
detcrmine the extent to whic"l 
Ghana's economic recoverv' 
program eatil exett palpable etl'.ects 
oi a greater share of the nation's 
largely rural pI)ollation. In 
Colinmetilg onl litnitatiotis of the 
recovery progran. Reginald Green 
(1988) is no doubt right to caution 
Ihal "triUMiil)hal m1ac-h multsic is ". 

still dangerously i11ttat i re.. But 
who can blame Kwaku Yaioah
lBoapo)o)ng and hudt(eds of other 
GhaItinaian farnielrs whose fortulteshave imp~ro)ved if' lilt,\ turln ot a 

little early for lie para(le? 

Nathan C. Russell 
science writer/editor 

If given a chance Ghana's rural I 
communities can make economic 
recovery more of a reality in the 

countryside. 
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